Weekly forecasts for the 2013–2014 season

2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 41, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 42, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 43, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 44, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
Weekly forecasts for the 2013–2014 season

2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 45, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
Weekly forecasts for the 2013–2014 season

2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 46, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
Weekly forecasts for the 2013–2014 season

2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 47, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 48, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
Weekly forecasts for the 2013–2014 season

2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 49, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
**Weekly forecasts for the 2013–2014 season**

2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 50, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 51, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 52, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 1, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 2, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 3, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
Weekly forecasts for the 2013–2014 season

2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 4, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 5, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
**Weekly forecasts for the 2013–2014 season**

2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 6, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 7, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 8, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 9, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 10, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
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2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 11, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 12, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 13, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
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2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 14, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 15, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
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2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 16, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
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2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 17, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 18, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
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2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 19, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 20, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 21, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.
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2013–2014 National Forecast, Week 22, using the current framework and the final wILI values. The wILI observations for the week of the forecast and preceding week, are not used in the forecast. “Pt Pred” (point prediction), the posterior mean target value; “Obs”, the observed value, “Abs Err”, the absolute error of the point prediction.